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SURAKARTA. 
  
The objectives of this study are to describe the types of derivational suffix 
noun and the meanings words after being added by derivational suffix noun in 
Manual Procedure Guide Samsung.  
It is descriptive qualitative study. The data of this study are taken from 
Manual Procedure Guide Samsung. The technique of analyzing data are as 
follows: Describe the types of derivational suffix, determining the meaning words 
after being added by of derivational suffix, the writer uses the reference from 
dictionary. 
That are derivational suffix of noun appears in such as: suffix –er, -ation, -
cation -ing, -ion, -ice, and -ment,  The total are 35 suffixes -ing, 39 suffixes -er, 4 
suffix -cation, 5 suffix -ation, 6 suffix -ion, 1 suffix, -ice, and 5 suffix –or, and 13 
suffix –ment. The derivational suffix of noun appears because, by changing the 
word class of the bases belongs to. In a procedure guide the data found 107 data. 
While the meaning after added by suffix. From the entire 107 data are : 35 
suffixes -ing, 39 suffixes -er, 4 suffix -cation, 5 suffix -ation, 6 suffix -ion, 1 
suffix, -ice, and 5 suffix –or, and 13 suffix –ment.. The meaning of derivational 
suffix noun also appears where suffix –er, -ation, and –ing, though does not 
change the word class but changes into meaning. While suffix –ion, -ice, and -
ment, change the word class and also change the meaning. The meaning of 
derivational suffix er is forming noun  word which indicated subject, for example 
worker, user. The meaning of derivational suffix cation is forming noun word 
which indicates the name of certain thing that represents object or activity, for 
example application, notification. The meaning of derivational suffix ation, ion, 
ice, and ment is similar with derivational suffix cation that is forming noun word 
which indicates the name of certain things that represents object or activity, for 
example duplication, service, arrangement. The meaning of derivational suffix or 
is forming noun word which indicates the name thing or object, for example 
connector, detector. 
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